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Abstract
Several important database reorganization techniques move tuples in a table from
one location to another in a single pass. For example, the Mariposa distributed
database system frequently moves or copies tables between sites. However, moving a table generally invalidates the pointers contained in its secondary indices.
Because index reconstruction is extremely resource-intensive, table movement has
been considered a expensive operation. In this paper, we present simple, efficient
mechanisms for translating index pointers. We also demonstrate their effectiveness using performance measurements of an implementation in Mariposa. Use of
these mechanisms will enable parallel and distributed systems like Mariposa to
move tables more freely, providing many more options for performance-enhancing
reorganizations of the database.

1. Introduction
A variety of important database reorganization techniques move tuples in a table from one
location to another in a single pass. Examples of such techniques include movement of tables
between sites in a distributed database and certain types of space reclamation. However, the simple process of moving tuples has a side effect with serious performance implications: because
secondary indices in most systems contain tuple pointers that contain physical elements,1 moving
the table invalidates the links between the indices and the underlying table. Rebuilding an entire
set of secondary indices from scratch can be expensive, making reorganization a lengthy, heavyweight process. Although this process can be accelerated using parallel sorting and bulk-loading
algorithms [PEAR91], parallelism makes the process even more resource-intensive. Since secondary access methods are critical to performance, this expense has been an unavoidable tax.
*
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There are a few important exceptions, such as Tandem’s NonStop SQL, which use primary keys as tuple identifiers.

Reducing the expense of data movement has become an important factor in the design of
the Mariposa distributed database management system [STON94b]. The Mariposa model
assumes that there are many database sites with widely-varying network connectivity and processing power. Many, if not most, database sites are workstation-class machines; Mariposa algorithms must therefore work well on commodity desktop hardware as well as centrallyadministered, massively-parallel servers. Furthermore, the Mariposa design includes an economic model for management of query processing and storage space [STON94a]. A lightweight
primitive for moving and copying tables between sites is critical to the system’s ability to perform automatic tuning and load balancing using this economic model.
In this paper, we explore the tradeoffs involved in preserving index structures when the
underlying tuples shift beneath them. The remainder of this introduction provides more precise
definitions of the problem, its applications and our cost and benefit metrics. In the rest of the
paper we discuss several implementation options, including some previously suggested in the literature, and present a comparative performance analysis based on an implementation of these
options in Mariposa.
Our study focuses on the class of reorganization operations in which a base table is copied
from a source table S to a target table T ; in the distributed database context, T may be on
another machine. (We assume that S has a known number of pages, |S|, and a known cardinality,
||S||. These values can be approximate.) Even if we do not reorder the tuples while copying, it
still may not be possible to map the contents of a source page into a single target page (or a fixed
number of target pages that can be determined a priori). This kind of copying operation arises in
many situations, such as:
• Architecture interchange. Computer architectures impose varying restrictions on the size and
memory alignment of native data types. For example, when moving data from a Microsoft
Windows NT machine based on an Intel x86 processor to a UNIX machine based on a
Hewlett-Packard PA-RISC processor, the data manager must alter the tuples to ensure that
four-byte integers align on four-byte boundaries. The resulting changes in tuple size may
cause pages to overflow in a way that is entirely dependent on the contents of the tuples.
• Reorganization. Even within a single database, we may wish to copy a table without altering
the order of the tuples. Such situations include copying a table to a different disk partition,
changing a table’s page size, and compacting pages to reclaim storage space. In Mariposa,
the latter operation becomes very desirable after the vacuum cleaner [STON87] runs.
• Media interchange. Different storage devices may have different page sizes that are visible to
the data manager, either for performance or functional reasons.
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We observe that a limited amount of preprocessing by the source site and the transmission
of part of the index structure can save a much greater amount of effort at the target site. This
becomes possible if the I/O complexity of preprocessing and moving the index is substantially
less than the I/O complexity of rebuilding it. For example, if moving the index requires a single
scan of the index and rebuilding requires a multi-pass O(n log n) sort, there is great potential savings. If we are in fact moving the table across a network, we must also consider the relative costs
of network I/O and local processing.
Note that we do not necessarily want to preserve the existing index structure. Instead, we
want to take advantage of the information stored in the existing index structure in order to save
some of the work involved in building a new one from scratch. That is, instead of modifying the
existing index, we are essentially recycling the materials (e.g., clustering/ordering, base table
page pointers, etc.).
Recycling has at least two interesting subproblems. These correspond to the different types
of nodes found in secondary index structures, which include:
• Index nodes that refer to base table tuples. For consistency, we will call these leaf nodes for
all data structures, even those that are not trees. In essence, we are attempting to avoid redoing the most expensive steps of a bulk-load process at the target site. For example, this would
be the sorting step in the case of a B+-tree index. The decision problem is to determine
whether it is possible and cost-effective to preserve clustering for the given access method.
The main implementation problem is that of efficient TID translation.
• Index nodes that refer exclusively to other index nodes. Such internal nodes are very different
from leaf nodes. They are generally far fewer in number, their organization has a far more
profound effect on search efficiency (because they are consulted early in a search) and they
can be reorganized independently of the base table tuples. The decision problem is to determine whether it is possible and cost-effective to preserve the internal structure. In this paper
we will not discuss techniques for recycling the internal nodes of an index.
In Section 2, we discuss the options for moving the leaf level of an index. In Section 3, we
present the details of our implementation in Mariposa and the results of our experiments.
Finally, in Section 4, we discuss future directions and conclusions.

2. Processing Leaf Nodes
In this section we describe when and how we can recycle the leaf nodes of an index structure. We first discuss some of the sufficient conditions for us to recycle indices. We then turn to
implementation mechanisms for actually doing so.
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All of the techniques described below assume the following model for moving tables. First,
we copy S into T without reordering the tuples. While copying, we extract some information
which will allow us to determine where a given S tuple can be found in T . Second, we copy the
leaf pages of a given index on S into the leaf level of an equivalent index on T . As we copy
index tuples, we translate the TIDs that point to S tuples into TIDs that point to T tuples.
Finally, we move T and its (partially constructed) indices to the target site. (Alternatively, individual pages of these files can be moved as we complete translation.) The target site then builds
the internal levels of the indices, completing the movement process.

2.1. When Can We Preserve Leaf Nodes?
In the most general terms, it can be cost-effective to preserve the leaf level of an index if we
can easily apply splitting/merging criteria to a collection of tuples. For example, say a target
index page t has overflowed because the page size of T is smaller than that of S. We now wish to
share some of its tuples with another page; we might also simply choose to split t. If we must
perform an expensive calculation to split t’s tuples, or search a large portion of the original index
to find a suitable page on which to place overflow tuples, then this process may be prohibitively
expensive.
Two common properties can help determine whether we can profitably recycle a given
access method. First, if the access method has the notion of equivalent and/or sibling leaf nodes,
it is easier to find a node with which to share index tuples. Second, we need some kind of easily
computable clustering function so that we can make local decisions when splitting/merging. The
need for clustering to be computable rather than implicit in the index structure may not appear to
be necessary, inasmuch as we are free to reorganize leaf pages before splitting them or after
merging them; only the tuples on the base table pages are kept in order. However, we wish to
avoid performing random searching probes of the source index structure and random insertions
into the target index structure; both of these lead to poor I/O behavior and generally increase the
cost of processing the index.
The common access methods vary in the ease with which they can be recycled. The B+-tree
is an example of an access method that is easy to process. The key ordering and side-links make
it easy to find nodes with which to exchange index tuples without damaging the index clustering,
and the ordering function is trivial to compute. The algorithm for processing the leaf levels of a
B+-tree is therefore trivial: one simply descends the S index to the least key on the leaf level and
reads the leaf pages in side-link order, filling the T index pages. Dynamic hashing access methods that use external overflow techniques, such as linear hashing [LITW80], should also be
amenable to recycling. Overflow chains make it easy to grow or shrink buckets. By contrast,
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naive splitting/merging of unordered tree structures such as R-trees is easy but intelligent splitting/merging is much more difficult [BECK90].2

2.2. TID Translation
In the remainder of the paper, we will use the terms translation and mapping to mean the
same thing: conversion of S TIDs into valid T TIDs within the target index pages.

Translating Individual References
One obvious solution is a simple TID mapping table, but a mapping table consisting of
old-TID → new-TID entries is useless because of its size. For 60-byte tuples and 12-byte
TID mapping entries, the mapping table is 20% of the base table size! The mapping table will
generally not fit in main memory, slowing translation unacceptably — TID translation in an
unclustered index will perform random probes of the mapping table and cause heavy paging.
TID translation mechanisms at the reference granularity have some similarity to pointer
swizzling, or translation between object reference formats as stored in secondary and primary
memory, in object-oriented databases. When primary memory pointers are OIDs, the “how” (as
opposed to the “when”) part of swizzling is known as the OID mapping problem. The mechanisms used include segmented mapping tables (e.g., ObServer [HORN87]), hash tables (e.g.,
Itasca [EICK95]) and B-trees (e.g., GemStone [MAIE87]). Simple data structures full of
OID → address entries work in this environment because programs frequently exhibit locality
of reference and have small reference sets. This means that the portion of the mapping structure
kept in memory will be small and well-utilized. However, when moving an index, we know we
are processing all references contained in the index in a short period of time without locality
guarantees. Pointer-mapping techniques will not perform well in this bulk-translation environment.

Translating Only Page Numbers
Since the main problem with simple TID-mapping structures is the size of the mapping
table, an obvious option is to change the mapping granularity in some way. If we constrain the
problem, we can reduce the size of the mapping table by storing only per-page information
instead of per-TID information. For example, assume for the moment that (1) we are using physical {page,offset} TIDs, (2) tuples cannot change size and cannot be reordered, and (3) old
2
Fortunately, in some cases we can impose an inexpensive linear ordering that clusters the data (e.g., least Hilbert value clustering
[KAME94]), which makes the R-tree more closely resemble the B+-tree in terms of our ability to make local clustering decisions.
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pages map directly to a fixed number of new pages (e.g., using a constant expansion or contraction factor). In this case, we can use a translation table to map source page numbers to target
page numbers and then use a simple arithmetic formula to map the source offsets to target offsets. This solution achieves our goal of storing only page-level mapping information, but the
assumptions violate the conditions we stated in Section 1.
Aside from simple but impractical solutions such as the one just described, there exist at
least two proposed TID translation algorithms. Both use page number translation tables that fit
in main memory. However, as we will see, both algorithms also fail to translate the source byte
offset into a target byte offset without high cost.
Like the simple proposal just described, the original Mariposa design [STON93] uses a simple page number translation table. However, the Mariposa design does assume that tuples can
change size in unpredictable ways. This means that an arithmetic expression can no longer be
used to calculate byte offsets. Instead, the translation algorithm extracts the source page number
from the TID and maps it into a set of one or more eligible target pages. It then searches each of
the target page(s) for the desired tuple. (The means of matching the source and target tuples is
not specified in the paper, but index keys can be used.) When the desired tuple is located, the
page number and byte offset returned by the search routine must be the final target TID.
The original Mariposa approach works for any access method but has several important
shortcomings. First, if the base table is not clustered on the indexed column(s), searching the
base table pages to complete the TID translation will result in many random page faults. Second,
this strategy fails if the indexed column(s) do not form a primary or candidate key. However,
since real B+-tree implementations nearly always enforce key uniqueness (through addition of
system-generated unique identifiers, if necessary), the latter point is not a serious problem.
Finally, the translation table does not provide us with a unique page within the target base table,
only a set of potential pages. This makes the search for the matching tuple much more inefficient.
Sun et al. [SUN94] address the TID translation problem for the special case of B+-trees.
Like the Mariposa design, they use a page-level translation table and therefore cannot compute
the target byte offset without great effort. However, their page-mapping solution is superior to
the original Mariposa solution because it accurately maps a source TID to the correct target page.
Figure 1 shows how the byte-offset technique works. We show how the base table is reorganized, how the translation table is created, how the translation table is used, and how the translation table can be made more compact. Values shown in Times-Roman are page numbers or
byte offsets that are valid for S. Values shown in bold italic are page numbers or byte offsets that
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Figure 1. Example using byte offsets.

are valid for T .
In Figure 1(a), we see that the source machine has 1KB pages, whereas the target machine
has 1/2 KB pages. Furthermore, tuples are being packed on target pages in order to fit them into
the minimal number of pages possible without reordering; note that the tuples from source pages
1 and 2 have been mixed in target page 3.
Figure 1(b) shows the contents of the translation table corresponding to Figure 1(a) and an
example of how the translation table is used. The translation table is loaded when S is copied
into T and contains an entry corresponding to a source page s and a target page t iff any tuple
from s has been placed on t. In fact, because tuples are not reordered when they are packed on
the target pages, we know that a contiguous set of one or more tuples from s has been placed on
t. Therefore, in addition to the source and target page numbers, the table contains a range of byte
offsets. If the page number from a source TID matches the page number s of some translation
table entry and the TID’s byte offset falls within the matching range of byte offsets, we know that
the tuple corresponding to that TID has been placed on t.
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Consider the tuple d in Figure 1(a). Tuple d has source TID {2,[0]}. When we
encounter an index tuple containing {2,[0]}, we examine the translation table entries corresponding to source page 2. There are two such entries, but the source byte offset [0] matches
the byte offset range in the fourth row of the translation table. We therefore know that d is
located on page 3 of T . Notice, however, that there is no way for us to determine that d starts at
byte offset 300 of target page 3. The offset must be determined by searching the target page
using the key.
The translation table in Figure 1(b) is highly redundant and can be converted into a much
more compact form. All of the table cells shown in gray can be derived from other values within
the table. Eliminating these cells results in the representation shown in Figure 1(c). If page
numbers are 32 bits and byte offsets are 16 bits, we need at least
8|S| + 2(|S| − 1) + 2|T | ≈ 10|S| + 2|T | bytes to construct the table. In fact, [SUN94] uses a hash
table instead of an array and therefore requires more memory.
We note again that the final, key-based translation can be very costly for the two algorithms
just described. We can attempt to reduce this cost in two ways: we can modify the query processing engine to handle partially-valid TIDs, or we can implement algorithms that perform this
translation efficiently. We discuss each of these options in turn.
If the table being moved is not very active and we are unlikely to use the table or its indices
in the near future, it may make sense to leave the byte offsets untranslated. If the index is ever
traversed on the target site, the query processing engine can detect the invalid byte offsets. The
page number will be valid, so the query processor can simply search the page for the desired
tuple instead of accessing it directly. We can even have the database update the TIDs in an index
as it dereferences them and determines the correct offsets. For this kind of lazy translation to be
desirable, we must make several assumptions. First, we must assume that it is acceptable to slow
down traversal of recycled indices (base table pages must now be searched instead of being
accessed with the byte offset). Second, we must assume that it is possible to turn index reads
into index writes (such may not be the case if the index is on an archival medium, such as a
WORM optical drive). Third, we must assume that it will be considered worthwhile to modify
the query processing engine in this way. This special case falls into the index scan code and it
may not be desirable to slow down all index scans to support this functionality. Finally, we must
assume that it is worthwhile to recycle the indices of a table that will not be accessed very frequently in the first place.
Alternatively, we might define the problem in terms of finding a more efficient way to perform a join of the entire index with its underlying base table. One might think of applying one of
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the many TID-join techniques to make this more efficient. Such techniques make the process of
dereferencing many TIDs more I/O-efficient by reordering the references. For example, one
might try to adapt ideas from hybrid join [CHEN91]. However, hybrid join requires several sorting steps (something we are trying to avoid because of its expense, especially since we join the
entirety of both tables). Another alternative, the nested-block join algorithm, does not scale well.
If |S| is large, the probability of having a large number of TIDs with duplicate page numbers on
any given index page is rather low. Unless an index page (or set of index pages) has a large proportion of duplicate page numbers, we must still fault in many random base table pages.

Translating Page Numbers and Slots
Notice that we have discussed what amount to several kinds of TIDs. Just as one can have
physical, logical or physiological logging, one can have physical TIDs (e.g., relative byte
addresses of the form {page,offset}), logical TIDs (e.g., primary key addresses of the form
{key}), and any number of hybrid physiological TIDs (e.g., {page,key}). This is discussed
in more detail in [GRAY93, p. 760]. All are used in one system or another. For example, object
systems (e.g., POMS [COCK84]) often use relative byte addresses, whereas a few relational systems (e.g., NonStop SQL) use primary keys as TIDs.
In fact, most database systems use a particular kind of TID instead of the physical TIDs discussed in [SUN94]. These systems use slotted pages; that is, they store an array of item identifiers (also known as slots or line arrays) at a known location on each disk page.3 Item IDs contain the byte offset within the page of each tuple on that page; TIDs, therefore, are of the form
{page,index} where index is the array index of the item ID that contains the byte offset of
the desired tuple on page. Although index is an index into a physical array, it is immutable
(as long as the tuple does not move to a different page) and is therefore a logical identifier within
the page. This scheme is discussed in more detail elsewhere [GRAY93, p. 755]. Systems using
this scheme include a wide range of relational and object-relational (e.g., Rdb/VMS [HOBB91,
p. 79], nearly all IBM relational systems [MOHA93], POSTGRES [STON91], Illustra) as well as
object-oriented (e.g., ObServer [HORN87], ESM [CARE88]) data managers.
The main advantage of the slotted page scheme is that the added level of indirection allows
the system to reorganize the storage of tuples within a page without updating all of the TIDs that
point to those tuples; this is generally held to outweigh the added space and time overhead of the
indirection. Furthermore, unlike tuples, item IDs have the critical property of being fixed-size.
3

Or, in some systems, segments (groups of pages).
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As we will see, if we can figure out how to combine the item ID arrays of several pages, we can
calculate the position of a given tuple’s item ID on the target page given only its original TID and
some amount of additional per-page information.
Figure 2 demonstrates our proposed method for creating translation tables. Just as in Figure
1, we show how the base table pages are copied from S to T , how the translation table entries are
constructed and used, and how the translation table can be made more compact. Times-Roman
and bold italic indicate values valid for S and T , respectively.
In Figure 2(a), the shifting of the base table tuples due to page size changes and page compaction is the same as in Figure 1(a). Note that each page now contains an array of item IDs; for
simplicity, we depict this array as being stored in a separate part of the page from the tuples.
When a tuple is copied to a page, its item ID is copied to the same page.
Figure 2(b) shows how the translation table is constructed and used. Our translation table is
similar to the byte offset translation table in several ways. First, the translation table is loaded
the same way and contains an entry for source page s and target page t iff any tuple from s has
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been placed on t. Second, if more than one tuple from s has been copied to t, those tuples are
contiguous. Finally, each entry contains a range of item ID array indices that are valid on t.
However, there are also several important differences. Unlike byte offsets, item ID array indices
form continuous sequences. Suppose that t contains three tuples from s, and that these tuples
have source TIDs {s,4}, {s,5} and {s,6}. If {s,4} corresponds to {t,2}, then {s,5} and
{s,6} must correspond to {t,3} and {t,4}. Therefore, if our translation table records the
first and last array indices in each of these sequences for both the source and the target files, we
can translate any array index that falls within a given sequence by simple interpolation.
Recall the example in Figure 1(b), in which we could not recover the byte offset of tuple d.
In Figure 2(b) we show how we can recover d’s item ID array index. Here, d has source TID
{2,(1)}. First, we examine the translation table entries that correspond to source page 2. We
then find the entry such that our source index falls between the “first” and
index values in the second and third columns. Our array index, (2),
(1),(2). This means that we need the fourth row of the table. This
{2,(1)} maps to {3,(2)} and that {2,(2)} maps to {3,(3)}. The
therefore {3,(2)}.

“last” source array
falls in the range
row indicates that
target TID for d is

Note that the ordering and spacing of the item ID arrays must be preserved so that an index
into the source page’s array can be used to index into a set of item IDs that may be spread over
several target pages. In practice, item ID arrays have gaps corresponding to item IDs for deleted
tuples, but preserving these gaps is not a problem because gaps will eventually be reused when
new tuples are inserted on a page. Note also that the slotted page indirection means that the
physical location of the tuple corresponding to a given item ID does not matter as long as it is
still on the same page as its item ID. Hence, our original constraint that tuples are not reordered
can be relaxed slightly.4
Figure 2(c) shows how we can make the translation table more compact. After using the
same redundancy-reducing techniques applied in Figure 1(c), the translation table is relatively
small. Each page number is 32 bits and each item ID array index is 16 bits, so the overhead is at
worst 10|S| + 2(|S| − 1) + 2|T | ≈ 12|S| + 2|T | bytes. The nominal overhead of the mapping table is
therefore only 2 bytes more per source page than in [SUN94]; in fact, because we use an array
and do not have to store the source page number (the hash table key), our structure is actually
8|S| + 2|T | bytes (i.e., 2|S| bytes smaller than theirs). In general, for typical page sizes, the table
4
In fact, most slotted page implementations allow a tuple to be replaced by a forwarding TID. The query processing engine will follow
such forwarding pointers, which makes possible the relocation of tuples between pages. However, a high proportion of forwarding pointers greatly degrades performance by adding yet another level of indirection and every effort is made to avoid such relocation.
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will be two to three orders of magnitude smaller than the base table. This should easily fit in
main memory.

2.3. Implementation Issues
There are several interesting issues that arise in the implementation of these array-based
mapping tables. For the most part, these fall into the realm of future work.

2.3.1. Parallelism
Index recycling is “embarrassingly parallel.” We can partition the index pages into contiguous sections (as defined by the clustering/ordering imposed by the access method) and translate
each section in parallel. The only cost is that the last page in each section might not be as fully
packed as it might have been if the entire index had been translated as one section. Furthermore,
there is no locking contention for the base table pages, the index leaf pages, or the sections of the
mapping table. By contrast, the mapping hash table of the offset method must have conventional
mutual exclusion.

2.3.2. Compression
Instead of sending leaf pages, we can send projections of the leaf pages. For example, we
can send only the TIDs for each index tuple, gathering the keys from the base table pages and
constructing the index leaf pages at the target site. If the base table is well-clustered then this
gathering process has good I/O behavior and greatly reduces the amount of data transmitted (we
are no longer sending the index tuple header and key). For example, for our experimental
indices, this would reduce the amount of transmitted data by a factor of 6. If the data is poorlyclustered then this has the same I/O cost as the Sun et al. method on unclustered data. In addition, we can reduce the amount of data transmitted by another factor of 2 by observing that many
tables will only need 16 bits for page numbers and 8 bits for item ID indices. It costs nothing to
determine whether this additional compression can be applied because it will be known immediately after we build the translation table. (Note that we cannot know this before we start translating because, in general, we do not know a priori how many target pages will be required.)
Another interesting option is the application of system compression utilities to the transmitted data stream. We have observed that our database files have similar average-case compression
characteristics to ordinary files; 3:1 and 4:1 compression ratios are common. This becomes very
attractive if the source and target site have fast processors and poor network connectivity; in a
high-speed LAN environment, however, compression can easily make the transmission process
slower by similar factors.
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2.3.3. Concurrency Control and Recovery
In the techniques as described, recovery is trivial. Because we use a technique similar to
“old-master/new-master” rather than in-place translation, we never modify the source base table
or index table as part of the translation process.
One problem with naive old-master/new-master techniques is that they are not highly concurrent. However, known techniques used to improve concurrency of index-building (e.g.,
[MOHA92, SRIN92]) and other forms of reorganization [SOCK93] can be applied. For example, base table updates can be saved into side files during the translation process and then applied
to both the source and target tables.
An additional possibility involves keeping reference counts for the source base table pages
in our translation table. When we make our translation pass on the base table, we obtain share
locks on each page s and initialize the reference count for s to the number of tuples it contains.
Then, when we process the index leaf pages, each mapping operation involving a pointer to s
decreases its reference count; when the reference count reaches zero, s is unlocked and can then
be modified by other processes. As in the last paragraph, however, we must have some method
(not necessarily a side file) for tracking these updates so that they can be applied to the target
copy.

3. Performance Analysis
We have implemented several alternative algorithms for building indices, recycling indices,
and translating TIDs (i.e., routines to translate base table pages and process B+-tree pages
accordingly). This section describes our implementation and the experiments performed.

3.1. Implementation in Mariposa
A small number of important changes were needed to support the experiments described
below. First, we modified the Mariposa storage system to support several required abstractions.
We then reimplemented some existing routines to provide credible base cases for our performance comparisons. Finally, we implemented the additional functionality need to perform the
TID translation.
The Mariposa storage system code is based on the POSTGRES storage system (e.g., the
buffer manager, storage device manager and access methods). However, the POSTGRES code
had to be modified. For example, all of the original POSTGRES, storage system code used compile-time constants to determine the size of disk pages. In order to support building base table
and index pages of varying sizes, the Mariposa buffer manager and storage manager now supports variable-size buffers. We had to make another set of modifications because the POSTGRES,
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disk page structures were not uniformly self-describing. For example, each of the POSTGRES
access methods defined its own special page format for its internal metadata pages. These special page formats ignored the existing page structure conventions; if followed, these conventions
would allow access-method-independent routines to determine (for example) the size of the page.
Consequently, Mariposa access method code now uses the correct page structure.
We spent a fair amount of effort implementing and tuning a B+-tree bulk-load routine to
replace the POSTGRES 4.2 insertion-load routine. Our bulk-load routine uses the standard technique of extracting {key,TID} pairs from the base table, sorting the pairs into index leaf pages
and then building the rest of the tree bottom-up. Our external sorting routine follows the recent
trend [DEWI91, GRAE92, NYBE94] toward quicksort-based run generation and uses large private buffers to accelerate its sequential I/O. A credible sort/build bulk-load is important as a base
case for our tests, inasmuch as insertion-load is not used in practice. The reason for this is fairly
clear — in the experimental environment described below, building an index on 100MB of uniform random base table data takes over 3.5 hours using the POSTGRES insertion-load routine and
takes under six minutes using our bulk-load routine.
Finally, we implemented the Sun et al. byte offset TID translation routines as well as our
own slotted page TID translation routines. We did not actually convert Mariposa into a system
using byte offset TIDs; instead, we simulated their algorithm by performing all of the steps
required and then placing POSTGRES TIDs into the index tuples. The algorithms are implemented as described in the respective papers, with the following exception: we do not need the
MAP array described in [SUN94] because POSTGRES page numbers are already logical page
numbers within a file instead of physical disk block addresses. The target site therefore does not
need to perform this step.

3.2. Experimental Environment
Our experimental environment consists of DECstation 3000/300 desktop workstations.
These machines have a single 150MHz DECchip 21064 Alpha AXP processor with a 256KB L2
cache and are rated at 66 SPECint92. All machines were configured with Digital UNIX 2.1 or
3.2, 64MB of main memory5 and a single internal RZ26/26L disk drive.
5
Mariposa servers were configured with default buffer pools (512KB shared, 512KB per-server unshared). These are small, but this does
not affect the results as much as might be expected; because the server buffer manager does not support either asynchronous (read-ahead or writebehind) or multi-page I/O requests, utilities such as the sort/build routine perform their own bulk I/O using private buffers.
Efforts were made to enforce strict “cold cache” conditions. Server buffer pools were completely flushed between experiments, forcing out
even metadata pages. This errs on the side of conservatism because it means that the startup transient (opening tables, etc.) is larger than in the
steady state. Further, since Mariposa tables are ordinary files, the file system cache was flushed between experiments by reading and writing large
files.
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Tables are stored as ordinary UNIX files. All base tables were organized as primary heaps
but varied in cardinality (104 , 105 and 106 tuples). Tuple size was fixed, resulting in approximate
base table sizes of 1MB, 10MB and 100MB, respectively. Index tables were one-third the size of
the corresponding base tables. We built indices using four-byte integer primary keys in both
clustered (sorted) and unclustered (uniform random) heap distributions.
Page access counts include both reads and writes. Counts are measured in the file system
routines below the buffer manager (i.e., they measure the number of file system requests made by
the buffer manager and bulk I/O routines) and therefore do not necessarily correspond to physical
I/Os because of file system caching.

3.3. Experimental Results
We performed a large number of experiments, the most significant of which we report here.
Motivated by the analytic results of [SUN94], we measured the performance of our algorithms
using some of the same parameters used in their study. The figures show comparisons between
the Sun et al. byte offset translation mechanism, our own slotted page translation mechanism,
and the standard sort/build mechanism. The latter forms our base case.
The next two figures show the difference in performance between the three mechanisms
under different parameters. In these figures, we do not include the cost of reformatting or transmitting the base table over the network because these costs are the same for all three. In addition, we ignore the transmission delay incurred by sending the index over the network; this cost
obviously varies widely depending on the type of network used and will be considered in Figure
5.
The parameters we varied include the file size (characterized in the figures by the table cardinality), the target page size and whether the source heap tuples were clustered on the indexed
column or not. We performed additional experiments that varied the amount of buffer space
available to the sort/build routine, but varying this parameter did not make an appreciable difference because very large I/O units provided diminishing returns. Merge fan-in was fixed at seven,
a typical value according to [SUN94], for all experiments.
Figure 3 shows how the various algorithms scale up with increasing file size. Predictably,
the elapsed time and the number of I/Os increases in a linear fashion. Even the sort/build algorithm appears to scale linearly, since n log n growth is difficult to distinguish from linear growth
when n is large. However, as hoped, index recycling provides significant time and I/O-cost savings over sort/build.
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(a) Elapsed time.

(b) Number of block I/Os.

Figure 3. Effects of increasing file size (4KB pages).

Observe that clustering has varying effects on the different algorithms. We do not differentiate between the clustered and unclustered cases for sort/build and slotted-page translation; the
performance of these algorithms is not sensitive to clustering because they only perform one endto-end scan of the base table. Because the offset algorithm must randomly probe the base table
many times, it is very sensitive to base table clustering. This is true for Figure 4 as well. As predicted in Section 2, translating byte offsets by searching base table pages is extremely timeconsuming.
Figure 4 shows the effect of target page size on our algorithms. In each plot, we show the
performance of reformatting 8KB pages into 2KB, 4KB and 8KB pages. The plots of the
sort/build and slotted page algorithms resemble the predictions of [SUN94] for sort/build and
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Figure 4. Effects of increasing page size (106 tuples).

their own algorithm. Both sort/build and the slotted page recycling algorithm do slightly better
as target page size increases because the I/O that goes through the buffer manager is mostly
sequential (which is more efficient with larger I/O units). Also, as predicted, sort/build benefits
slightly more than index recycling from the increased page size. By contrast, the byte-offset
algorithm degrades as page size increases, particularly in the unclustered case. The number of
page faults does go down as the page size increases because the probability of the next heap tuple
being on the same page as the current heap tuple increases. However, misses are still more common than not, and doubling the page size increases the disk wait (miss penalty). The increased
page size therefore makes the byte-offset algorithm less efficient.
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File Size, MB (tuples)

Delay by Network Type, s.
FDDI-LAN

Ethernet-LAN

0.3 (10 )

0.28

0.39

3 (105 )

1.3

2.63

30 (106 )

13.3

4

Regional-MAN

National-WAN

1.66

6.78

13.7

27.1

79.0

84.0

735

Table 1. Representative network transmission delays for index files.
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Figure 5. Total additional end-to-end costs (8KB pages, clustered).

Our final set of results show how network bandwidth limitations affects the relative performance of the algorithms. The performance analysis in [SUN94] was limited to the Ethernet
LAN case. Table 1 shows mean network transmission delays obtained by repeated measurement
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on representative local area (Berkeley), metropolitan area (BARRNet) and wide area
(MCINet/AlterNet) networks. These were obtained by simple measurement at various times;
they represent neither the best case nor the worst case, but simply indicate the kind of bandwidth
available in the US networks in mid-1995. Figure 5 shows the effects of these delays on the relative performance of the various algorithms. Algorithms that translate and transmit the leaf pages
work well in the bandwidth-rich MAN case (and, by extension, the LAN case). As bandwidth
becomes more scarce, as in the WAN case, sending the leaf pages of the index takes far more
time than simply rebuilding the index.
The WAN result is not encouraging, but we can make index recycling marginally cheaper
than sort/build by compressing the index (i.e., sending only the TIDs). However, as previously
discussed, such compression can only be applied effectively in the clustered case.
Under the characteristics described in this section, index recycling appears to be practical in
local area (10-100 Mb/s) as well as metropolitan area networks (≈ 1 Mb/s). However, below 100
Kb/s the scheme uses too much network bandwidth to be competitive.

4. Conclusions
While the ideas proposed in [SUN94] are useful, the algorithms described are not a good fit
for implementation in existing systems. By adapting their algorithms for use with slotted pages,
we have produced practical techniques for recycling secondary indices. Our techniques do not
require modification of the query execution engine, novel index/heap join methods or prohibitively expensive translation steps. Furthermore, unlike [SUN94], we have demonstrated the
performance benefits by implementation and measurement and have provided evidence that our
techniques may have wider applicability than LANs.
We are investigating several new directions in data movement algorithms. In terms of making movement more efficient, the following questions should be answered:
• What are the performance tradeoffs of lazy and eager translation, given that the table and its
indices may not be heavily used before the next time they are moved?
• Are there convincing arguments for recycling internal nodes?
• What performance improvements are possible when recycling access methods in which
reclustering can be extremely expensive (e.g., R-trees without an ordering heuristic)?
• The Mariposa design in [STON94b] proposes a Mariposa canonical representation (MCR)
for tables and indices. MCR is an architecture- and page-size-neutral format on which all
sites can perform minimal processing; this format minimizes (1) the number of formats sites
must be able to send/receive and (2) the amount of translation required to receive a table. (2)
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is critical for sites such as tertiary storage file servers which house mostly-cold data and have
low processing power relative to the amount of data they store. What are the costs and benefits of moving tables using MCR?
In support of our general goal of finding non-quiescing (on-line) data movement algorithms, we
are studying concurrency control and recovery issues. As previously mentioned, variations of the
techniques used during on-line index building can be employed.
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